Raman Assisted Fiber Optical Parametric Amplifier for S-Band Multichannel Transmission System
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Abstract: In this paper we present results from the study of optical signal amplification using Raman assisted fiber optical parametric amplifier with considerable benefits for S-band telecommunication systems where the use of widely used erbium-doped fiber amplifier is limited. We have created detailed models and performed computer simulations of combined Raman and fiber optical parametric amplification in a 16-channel 40 Gbps/channel wavelength division multiplexed transmission system. Achieved gain bandwidth, as well as transmission system parameters—signal-to-noise ratio and bit-error-ratio—were analyzed by comparing the Raman assisted fiber optical parametric amplifier to the single pump fiber optical parametric amplifier. Results show that the 3 dB gain bandwidth in the case of combined amplification is up to 0.2 THz wider with 1.9 dB difference between the lowest and highest gain.
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1. Introduction

The development of optical transmission systems is mainly determined by the demand for a steadily increasing amount of data to be transmitted over telecommunications networks. Moreover, forecasts indicate that this process will continue. Company Cisco predicts that overall Internet Protocol (IP) traffic will grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 26% from 2017 to 2022 [1]. Despite the rapid development of mobile communication systems fiber optics still have a major role in backhaul and access networks. According to the Ericsson Mobility Report, around half of all households in the world, i.e., over 1 billion—are yet to have a fixed broadband connection [2]. A large amount of data transmission requires high-speed transmission systems. One of such technologies that can offer information broadcast at high data rates is optical transmission systems based on wavelength division multiplexing (WDM).

WDM technologies were developed already in the mid-1990s and allowed parallel transmission of several WDM channels on the same fiber [3]. The first systems were so-called coarse WDM (CWDM) with an interchannel band of ~20 nm. The development of more stable laser sources and improvements in optical filtering allowed closer channel allocation thus introducing dense WDM (DWDM) systems with significantly higher spectral effectiveness compared to CWDM. The total fiber capacity evolution using WDM is ensured mainly by the steady increase in the bandwidth of optical amplifiers as well as the increase in spectral efficiency due to improvements in transmitter and receiver components.

The fiber bandwidth that is considered usable for long-distance transmission occupies the wavelength range from ~1300 to ~1700 nm, where typical standard single mode fiber
(SSMF) loss is moderate or low ($\leq 0.35$ dB/km). This corresponds to a full channel bandwidth of 54 THz [3], which is divided into smaller sub-bands. In practical implementations, the usable bandwidth for long reach transmission is limited by the gain bandwidth of applied amplification technology. In the case of widely used erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), the gain bandwidth covers only C (1530–1565 nm) and partly L (1565–1625 nm) bands (5–10 THz). To overcome this limitation, multiple amplification technologies can be used in parallel to form multiband amplifiers and transmission systems [4–9].

When talking about combined amplification the first option with which it is associated is Raman-EDFA combined amplifier. EDFA amplifiers are widely used in existing fiber optics transmission systems due to their relatively low price and sufficiently large gain (up to 30 dB and higher) [10]. Raman-EDFA combination allows smoothing out the EDFA gain spectrum which is quite uneven and is hard to be equalized using only EDFA pumping lasers [11]. Hybrid Raman-EDFAs also can achieve effective noise figures typically 3 to 6 dB better than can be achieved with an EDFA alone. Fiber Raman amplifier (FRA) effective noise figure is in the range of less than zero dB almost down to $-2$ dB. That is possible because the effective noise figure is defined as the noise figure of the hypothetical (nonphysical) discrete amplifier which if placed at the output of the span would provide the same gain and noise level as the distributed Raman amplifier [12]. The main drawback of hybrid Raman-EDFA is still limited EDFA gain bandwidth overlapping with C, L bands. Therefore, this combination only improves EDFA characteristics but does not give any additional flexibility concerning wavelength. It should be noted that the wavelength band can be extended towards S-band (1460–1530 nm) using Thulium doped fiber amplifiers [13–15]. However, these amplifiers are less efficient since amplification is based on a four-level transition and require the use of fluoride glass as host medium [16] Therefore, more promising solutions are amplifiers which gain bandwidth can be modified by using appropriate pump lasers, for example, Raman and fiber optical parametric amplifiers.

The advantage of FRAs is the possibility to adjust the gain curve frequency band by selecting a pump laser wavelength [17]. Raman amplification is a relatively broadband effect, having gain bandwidth $>5$ THz [18] with the possibility to widen it and engineer its profile using multiple pump lasers [19]. The main drawback of the FRAs is relatively low pumping efficiency in the case of weak input signals. This means that a powerful pump laser is required to achieve the necessary signal gain because more than 30% of pump power is wasted [20,21]. Therefore, Raman amplifiers require pump powers in the range of 1 to 5 W. If compared to EDFA the pump power is almost two orders of magnitude higher to achieve the same level of gain [18]. One more disadvantage is the fast gain response time that causes noise generation.

Another very promising amplification technique is fiber optical parametric amplifiers (FOPA) based on a nonlinear optical effect—four-wave mixing (FWM). FOPA gain bandwidth and position in the frequency range is very similar to FRAs. Gain characteristics can be modified by selecting the appropriate pump laser and the provided gain is more efficient compared to Raman amplification [22]. Idler components that are generated during FWM can also be used for wavelength conversion. To realize FOPA it is necessary to ensure phase matching between pump laser and signals to be amplified to achieve effective signal amplification. Phase matching depends on lots of aspects including pump and signal wavelength, power, fiber dispersion, nonlinear characteristics [23–28]. The flatness and symmetry of the resulting gain profile can also be limited by the Raman effect [29]. FOPAs with gain as high as 70 dB and bandwidth $\geq 200$ nm have been implemented under laboratory conditions [30,31]. One of the main FOPA drawbacks in WDM systems is the undesired FWM interaction between signals that are amplified in a nonlinear environment leading to inter-channel crosstalk [32–34]. FOPA performance can be improved with more complex setups that include the use of a bi-directional looped architecture, multi-section gain media, or splitting of the signal into two orthogonal polarizations to enable polarization-insensitive signal gain [33,35–40].
A very promising approach for mitigating FRA and FOPA drawbacks is hybrid amplification methods that have been extensively studied for various applications [5,8,31,41–49]. This combination is the Raman assisted FOPA (RA-FOPA) amplifier. The main idea is that the FOPA amplifier is supplemented with a Raman pump connected in the backward direction [45]. Thus, in the same fiber two nonlinear effects are involved in the signal amplification: Stimulated Raman scattering and four-wave mixing. The gain behavior of RA-FOPAs is rather complex. The overall gain can be larger than the sum of the individual gain of Raman and parametric amplifiers [45–47].

Raman pump wavelength typically is set in such a way to amplify the parametric pump laser since the Raman scattering effect is more efficient for higher power optical component amplification. The Raman pump power transmission to the signal mostly occurs indirectly through the parametric pump. However, part of signal gain also occurs directly through the Raman amplification process [47]. Backward Raman pumping scheme is more suitable for RA-FOPA amplifier to suppress the signal power fluctuation caused by parametric pump relative intensity noise [50] as well as to mitigate undesirable Raman pump to parametric pump interaction through the FWM process in a nonlinear medium, for example, highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF).

RA-FOPA amplifiers have been studied for various purposes. Firstly the basic idea has been tested and described in several publications where the principles and benefits of this combination were analyzed [5,8,31,41–45,47,48]. In these publications, the focus is on the combined amplifier gain spectra as well as the efficiency of different pumping schemes and noise figures. However, in the more recent publications, the use of RA-FOPA in the WDM systems have been studied analytically [51] and experimentally [49]. In the latter mentioned publication, the RA-FOPA performance was studied in the case of 10 channel WDM system working in the C band with per-channel signal power at the amplifier input up to −20 dBm.

In this paper, we show results from the analysis of potential use of RA-FOPA amplifier in 16 channel WDM system operating in the optical S-band with 100 GHz channel spacing. Amplifier input signal power per channel was set to be −40 dBm that has a good match with long haul transmission systems or passive optical networks with a large degree of branching like metro or access networks. The main goal of this research is to find the RA-FOPA configuration that makes possible very weak optical signal amplification in the S optical band while minimizing power difference among all the WDM system channels. The proposed RA-FOPA setup will be compared to a single pump FOPA amplifier with the same maximum output signal power level to evaluate performance improvements due to the addition of a FRA.

The research of RA-FOPA is based on computer simulations performed by Synopsis OptSim software implementing field-proven split-step method to solve the non-linear Schrodinger equation [32]. Optical amplifier performance was evaluated by analyzing gain curves and estimating power penalty according to received signal power as well as received optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) and bit error ratio (BER).

This paper consists of four sections. First of all, there is an explanation of the proposed amplifier simulation scheme. The second section covers simulations’ results for single pump FOPA and RA-FOPA setups. The third section is dedicated to the analysis of simulations’ results. The final chapter contains the summary and conclusions of this research.

2. The Architecture of the RA-FOPA Hybrid Amplifier Simulation Scheme

In this section of the paper, the simulation scheme of the RA-FOPA hybrid amplifier is described. The simulation setup (Figure 1) consists of four main sections: transmitters (Tx), transmission line, RA-FOPA amplifier, and receivers (Rx). The transmitter section consists of 16 transmitters with a typical construction composed of a 40 Gbps pseudo-random bit pattern generator that is connected to a non-return to zero (NRZ) coder that drives a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). MZM optical input is connected to the light source
(in this case distributed feedback laser—DFB). Consequently, all sources are generating 40 Gbps NRZ coded on-off keying (NRZ-OOK) optical signals. The only difference between all the transmitters is that each of them has its unique carrier frequency spaced by 100 GHz, occupying the S-band frequencies from 196.1 THz to 197.6 THz (1517.168 nm to 1528.773 nm).

Respectively, all 16 NZR-OOK transmitters are anchored in the optical S-band (1460–1530 nm) that is out of the commonly used E DFA amplification range. Next, all the 16 channels are multiplexed together using an optical coupler and then transmitted through 150 km of either a standard SMF (ITU-T G.652) or NZ-DSF (ITU-T G.655) fiber, the key parameters of which at a reference wavelength of 1550 nm are shown in Table 1, which also contains data about the HNLF used in the amplifier section.

Table 1. Fiber parameters used for the transmission line.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Standard SMF</th>
<th>NZ-DSF</th>
<th>HNLF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attenuation coefficient (dB/km)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispersion coefficient (ps/nm/km)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispersion slope (ps/(nm²/km))</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective area (µm²)</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonlinear index (m²/W)</td>
<td>2.21 × 10⁻²⁰</td>
<td>2.31 × 10⁻²⁰</td>
<td>3.7 × 10⁻²⁰</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As per-channel power of −40 dBm is too low to be received by using a PIN photodiode at an acceptable BER, it requires preamplification. Due to technology maturity, a typical solution for WDM systems is EDFA based preamplifier which allows it to improve the receiver sensitivity up to −38.8 dBm at 40 Gbps [53,54]. However, FOPA can provide even higher sensitivity as described in various papers [54,55]. Therefore, in this research, we have studied the RA-FOPA performance in the case of weak signal amplification. As one can see in Figure 1, after the coupler, there is an isolator to block reflected signals from entering transmitters.

Figure 1. Simulation scheme of Raman assisted fiber optical parametric amplifiers (RA-FOPA) preamplifier in the 16-channel wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) system.

Based on previous work in [56] the RA-FOPA amplifier consists of a parametric pump (PP) that is a CW laser emitting at 1553.99 nm (192.918 THz) and output power of 500 mW which is used as a baseline value that is to be optimized. The PP is connected to a MZM-based phase modulator to broaden the pump light spectrum that is a widely used technique in FOPAs to raise stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) threshold power in HNLF [22]. A combination of four different frequencies sinusoidal oscillations was fed to the phase
modulator electrical signal input. Frequencies of sinusoidal waves were taken from the previous research on FOPA and these are: 180, 420, 1087, and 2133 MHz [37]. A polarization controller is placed after the phase modulator to adjust the PP optical radiation state of polarization (SOP) to match with the WDM signals’ SOP. After the polarizer, there is an isolator to prevent reflected signals from entering the pump laser. Two WDM couplers are connected to the HNLF (see Figure 1). One at the input of HNLF to combine PP generated pump radiation with WDM signals. The other one is connected to the HNLF output to add the backward propagating (in respect to PP) Raman pump (RP) radiation. RP is a CW laser with an output power of 500 mW. The RP frequency was set up in such a way to achieve maximum Raman gain at PP frequency. Isolator at the output of RP is for the same reason as previously mentioned—to stop reflected signals from entering the laser. WDM couplers simultaneously operate also as filters to filter out PP and RP optical radiation after propagation through the HNLF.

HNLF length used in the parametric amplifier is mainly determined by two aspects. On the one hand, HNLF length should be as short as possible to reduce dispersion induced phase mismatch between pump and signals. On the other hand, longer HNLF reduces the required pump laser power. Here we used a 1 km long HNLF fiber with zero chromatic dispersion at 1553 nm, dispersion slope of 0.016 ps/nm²/km, nonlinearity coefficient of 15.0 W⁻¹ km⁻¹, Raman Constant of 0.18, and attenuation coefficient 0.96 dB/km at 1550 nm reference wavelength. These parameters are taken from a commercial HNLF.

After the RA-FOPA amplifier section, there is an optical filter with a Gaussian type transfer function with a 3-dB bandwidth of 15 nm. It is used to filter out the idler components generated from the FWM process that are located in the L band (1565–1625 nm). The receiver section consists of a 16-channel optical power splitter. The insertion loss of this splitter is 13.5 dB at a system operation band. Subsequently, each channel is filtered using an optical Gaussian type filter with a 3-dB bandwidth of 0.25 nm. After filtering follows PIN photodiode that performs optical to electrical signal conversion. Receiver sensitivity is −21.5 dBm to provide a bit error ratio (BER) of $1 \times 10^{-9}$. The sensitivity of the PIN photodiode is indicated at sensitivity reference error probability BER = $1 \times 10^{-12}$. Electrical signals were filtered using a low pass Bessel type filter to reduce receiver induced noises. Eye diagrams were used to determine received signals BER and the studied WDM system performance was determined by the worst channel BER. A commonly used criterion for digital optical receivers requires the BER value to be below the threshold of $1 \times 10^{-9}$ [10].

3. Results

Two types of fiber were used for the transmission line to generate an input signal for the preamplifier, namely 150 km of standard SMF and NZ-DSF. It was found that there was no appreciable difference in preamplifier performance when using either fiber. Further results are shown for the case of NZ-DSF.

It is also known that four-wave mixing efficiency is greatly affected by the relative polarization of signal and pump waves. This requires some form of polarization tracking or a polarization-insensitive scheme. As that is beyond the scope of this article, it was assumed that the signal and pump are co-polarized.

Due to the gain curve being dependent on pump power, both in terms of its peak gain and shape, channel placement on the spectral grid was adjusted to achieve a similar gain for the outermost channels. An increase in pump power shifts the peak gain point further away from the pump. To achieve maximally uniform output power, channels were not centered around peak gain but located slightly closer to the pump frequency. This is due to a steeper gain curve on the side further away from the pump.

Since RA-FOPA performance depends on a quite complex interaction between different nonlinear effects, it is necessary to find what PP and RP parameters should be chosen to achieve necessary gain characteristics. In this case, we have an optical signal that is composed of 16 WDM channels and per channel power −40 dBm. The main objective is
to amplify all the 16 channels (total bandwidth of 11.6 nm) evenly (ideally constant gain across all channels) so the system’s worst channel BER is no worse than $1 \times 10^{-9}$.

First of all, it was necessary to empirically find out necessary $PP$ and $RP$ frequencies and pump powers. This was done by consecutively switching off the $RP$ and $PP$ at that time changing the remaining pump laser frequency and power to find a combination that gives the lowest channel to channel power difference and all the channel BER is no higher than $1 \times 10^{-9}$. It was found that the most uniform WDM channel amplification for RA-FOPA is when combining 192.918 THz and 440 mW output power $PP$ and 206.13 THz and 500 mW output power $RP$.

RA-FOPA gain in the 194–200 THz frequency range is presented in Figure 2. Gain is calculated as a difference between amplified signal and signal without amplification or so-called on-off gain. Using the same parameters as RA-FOPA, the individual FOPA, and Raman amplifier gain curves, and the sum of their respective gain are shown. Raman amplifier gain is relatively low because the $RP$ frequency was selected so that maximum gain matches with the $PP$ frequency. Compared to the sum of Raman and FOPA gain, RA-FOPA gain is significantly larger. This confirms that the RA-FOPA amplification process is not just a sum of both amplifier gains. RA-FOPA gain enhancement in the 16 channel WDM system band is on average 8.2 dB higher than the gain sum of Raman and FOPA. The main reason for this is the indirect Raman amplification of the signal through the parametric process. The central part of the gain curve (two vertical dashed lines) where the WDM channels are located is also more even. If compared to the papers authored by other researchers, our RA-FOPA model gain enhancement is comparable to these results (6.4 dB [47] up to 10 dB [44]) for similar total pump powers (~1 W).

The shape of the FOPA and RA-FOPA gain curves is determined by the FWM effect. As the frequency difference between pump and signals increases, the phase-matching condition is no longer completely satisfied so the parametric gain rapidly decreases and starts to oscillate within a small range [58,59]. The average gain for the 16 channel WDM system in the case of RA-FOPA was 34.7 dB and the difference between the lowest and highest gain was 1.9 dB.

![Figure 2. Signal on-off gain curves in the 194–200 THz frequency band for different amplifier combinations. The two vertical black dashed lines represent the frequency band in which all the 16 WDM channels are located.](image-url)
and power were 1553.99 nm, 682 mW, and 1554.10 nm, 660 mW for each case. The corresponding gain curves are shown in Figure 3. While the total pump power in the case of RA-FOPA is higher, the single pump laser case requires a more powerful light source than each individual pump laser (PP at 440 mW and RP at 500 mW) used in the proposed RA-FOPA configuration.

From Figure 3 it can be seen that for RA-FOPA the 3 dB gain bandwidth is 0.02 THz wider than in the case of FOPA at 682 mW and 0.20 THz wider than the optimized FOPA at 660 mW, which may be partially explained by direct signal amplification via the Raman pump.

![Figure 3](image)

Figure 3. Fiber optical parametric amplifiers (FOPA) (violet line, crosses), optimized FOPA (cyan line, triangles) and RA-FOPA (yellow line, diamonds) signal on-off gain curves with the horizontal axis set to the (A) frequency band from 194 up to 200 THz (1498.96–1545.32 nm); (B) frequency offset from channel 9 with two vertical black dashed lines representing the frequency band in which all 16 WDM channels are located.

A comparison of received optical power among all the 16 WDM channels after 1:16 power splitter with an insertion loss of 13.5 dB is given in Figure 4. A similar shape can be seen, but RA-FOPA results in more uniform output power. Figure 4B shows a closer view of the three amplifier variants.

![Figure 4](image)

Figure 4. (A) Received signal power distribution of all 16 WDM channels in the case of RA-FOPA and FOPA combinations. Signal power obtained as the sum of the individual Fiber Raman amplifier (FRA) and FOPA gain is also shown. (B) Zoomed in view of (A) only showing the RA-FOPA, FOPA, and optimized FOPA. Inset in (B) shows similarities in received power when using SMF and NZ-DSF fibers for transmission.

From Figure 5 it can be seen that at the signal power shown in Figure 4, FOPA has a BER comparable to RA-FOPA. However, the 16th channel shows worse performance due to the steeper gain curve of FOPA resulting in a lower channel power.
Figure 4. (A) Received signal power distribution of all 16 WDM channels in the case of FOPA and RA-FOPA. Results are limited to BER of $1 \times 10^{-15}$ threshold for better visibility. BER evaluation accuracy is up to $+/−$ one order of magnitude. Red dashed line is BER = $10^{-9}$ threshold.

We have calculated all 16 WDM channel OSNRs using received signal Quality factor ($Q$), where $BER = \frac{1}{2} \text{erfc} \left( \frac{Q}{\sqrt{2}} \right)$ for on-off keying signals. Received signal quality factor relation to OSNR is given in the following equation:

$$Q_{\text{linear}} = 10 \log_{10} \left( 2^{10^{\frac{\text{OSNR}_{\text{dB}}}}}{\frac{R_b}{B_0}} \right),$$

where $B_0$ is noise bandwidth and $R_b$ is symbol rate [60]. Before the OSNR calculation, all the received signals were equalized with regard to power ($−21.7 \text{ dBm}$) since the simulation model calculates $Q$ factor directly proportionally to power. This was done in order to make a more realistic comparison of three amplifiers (RA-FOPA, FOPA, and optimized FOPA) regarding received signal noise rather the absolute power level. As seen in Figure 5, the received signal OSNR (calculated at a resolution of 0.01 THz) in the case of RA-FOPA is comparable to both FOPA configurations. Accordingly the mean and standard deviation of the OSNR for the three configurations (excluding the outermost channels): RA-FOPA $18.57 \pm 0.53 \text{ dB}$, FOPA $18.52 \pm 0.45 \text{ dB}$, and finally the peak-gain optimized FOPA $18.59 \pm 0.61 \text{ dB}$. This shows that after equalization of received signal power all three amplifiers produce a similar level of noise. It should be noted that both single pump FOPAs have significantly higher parametric pump lasers, to achieve the same output power and OSNR levels.

Figure 5. Bit error ratio (BER) distribution between all 16 WDM channels in the case of FOPA and RA-FOPA. Results are limited to BER of $1 \times 10^{-15}$ threshold for better visibility. BER evaluation accuracy is up to $+/−$ one order of magnitude. Red dashed line is BER = $10^{-9}$ threshold.

Figure 6. All 16 WDM channel optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) distribution in the case of FOPA, RA-FOPA and peak-gain-optimized FOPA. OSNR values are calculated from received signal BER at equalized received signal power level ($−21.7 \text{ dBm}$).
4. Discussion

In this article, RA-FOPA amplifier performance in a multichannel WDM system was studied and compared to single pump FOPA using computer simulations. This includes Raman and parametric combined amplification process analysis and its application in 16 channel 40 Gbps WDM system. The operational conditions were uniform channel amplification while keeping received signal BER levels below the $1 \times 10^{-9}$ threshold.

Results showed that RA-FOPA gain is more even and its $-3 \text{ dB}$ gain bandwidth is 0.02 THz wider than in the case of FOPA at 682 mW and 0.20 THz wider than the peak-gain optimized FOPA at 660 mW, which may be explained by direct signal amplification via the Raman pump. However, the output optical power difference among all the 16 WDM channels was very similar apart from the 16th channel for the optimized FOPA not reaching the $1 \times 10^{-9}$ BER threshold.

The amplified signal OSNR in the case of RA-FOPA was similar to the other two FOPA configurations (~18.6 dB). Therefore single pump FOPA can be optimized regarding output signal quality but it requires significantly higher parametric pump power (440 mW versus 682 mW).

While the pump power ($PP = 682 \text{ mW}$) in the case of single pump FOPA is lower by 38% compared to the total pump power ($PP = 440 \text{ mW}$ and $RP = 500 \text{ mW}$) in the proposed RA-FOPA configuration, the required FOPA pump power is more than 36% higher than each individual RA-FOPA pump laser. Higher single pump power comes with implementation concerns, such as heat dissipation, efficiency, and SBS limitations on launch power.

From results acquired in this research, it can be concluded that combined Raman-FOPA has considerable benefits to WDM system applications. Moreover, this solution could be used to substantially improve the performance of existing FOPA amplifiers.
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